Barosafe: Increasing the Survivability of Bycatch that Experience
Barotrauma in the Recreational Fisheries

Introduc2on

Groundﬁshing Charters like Eastman’s Fishing Fleet target ﬁsh that are at depths greater than 250 feet. When these ﬁsh are
caught and brought to the surface, the extreme diﬀerence in pressure can cause life threatening injuries. These injuries are
known as barotrauma (Fig.4). In the ocean, for every 33 feet of depth, the hydrostaCc pressure increases by 14.5 pounds per
square inch (psi). If these ﬁsh are caught at 250 feet below sea level, their bodies are accustomed to a pressure of around
109.8 psi. When brought to the surface, where pressure is only about 15 psi, the air in the ﬁsh’s organs (such as the swim
bladder and eyes) expands and disrupts the internal anatomy.
Many ﬁshing pracCces result in undesirable ﬁsh being caught. Some of the reasons why these ﬁsh can be considered
undesirable include: sublegal size (juveniles), wrong species, wrong sex, etc. These ﬁsh are known as bycatch. If these ﬁsh
are caught and retrieved from deeper water, many will experience severe barotrauma. When they are released at the
surface, they may not be able to recover and will eventually die, defeaCng the purpose of throwing them back.
The Barosafe cage is a device created by Blue Water Concepts with input from a recreaConal charter boat captain from
Eastman’s Fishing Fleet, and UNH ﬁsheries scienCsts. The cage (Fig. 1) is designed to rapidly transport distressed bycatch
back to the original depth they were captured. This rapid, automated descent gives the ﬁsh a safe ride back to the bo?om,
and causes the air inside the ﬁsh to compress back to normal, thus greatly increasing their chances of survival.
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Experimental Procedure

The device was tested in the Gulf of Maine, oﬀ the coast of Hampton Beach, on 4/29/16 and 5/25/16 by the members of the
UNH Sustainable Fisheries and Aquaculture Club, Eastman’s Fishing Fleet, NH Sea Grant Extension Specialists, as well as the
design team from Blue Water Concepts (Fig. 2-3). The ﬁsh were caught by rod and reel that were dropped to the bo?om of
our randomized locaCon. All ﬁsh, once at the surface, experienced barotrauma (Fig 4). The bycatch were put into the top
Barosafe’s tube shaped cage. No more than 3 ﬁsh were placed in the cage for each drop. The bycatch were only leb out of
the water for no more than 3 minutes at a Cme. The one bu?on on the control pan would release the magnet that held the
tube suspended and lower the device down to depth. On the way down, the bycatch would compress to normal. At depth,
the cage’s bo?om would open and the bycatch would be released (Fig.5). The cage is than motorized to go back up to the
surface, rea?ach to the magnet and be ready for the next decent. The process was GoPro’ed all the bo?om and the ﬁsh
were ﬁlmed compressing back to their livable state. The device took an average of about 1 to 2 minutes for the full descent
and surface. CTD analyses were taken on both trips and showed just how much pressure change these ﬁsh were
experiencing. The device was tested several Cmes at randomized locaCons.
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Fig. 1: Barosafe device on deck prior to
deployment.

Fig. 2-3: Device being setup and loaded during
ﬁrst sea trial on 4/29/16.

Conclusion and Future Goals

Results
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Over the two tesCng days, the cage was tested mulCple Cmes. Out of about
the 32 to 50 ﬁsh that were considered bycatch for Eastman’s Fishing Fleet, only
2 were observed returned to the surface (deceased). This is a smaller raCo of
deceased bycatch than the normal ﬁshing day raCo without the Barosafe. CTD
analysis showed that the ﬁsh were experiencing a change in pressure from
about 60 to 70 dBars at depth of about 60 meters to about 0 dBars at the
surface in a ma?er of minutes.

Fig. 4: Acadian Redﬁsh suﬀering from severe barotrauma before release.
NoCce Bulging eyes and air bladder protruding from mouth.

The Barosafe device was a success as the videos showed ﬁsh compressing back to normal as they were being
brought down to depth. GoPro videos did show the ﬁsh compressing back to their livable state and ﬂu?er swim out
of the cage with depth
Goals:
• More research and trials need to be conducted to improve the eﬀecCveness of the device as well as further
development and improvements.
• Increase the publics interest in the device
• Explore funding to build a next generaCon of the Barosafe cage to be used on mulCple vessels in New
Hampshire’s RecreaConal Fishing Fleets.
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Fig. 5: Same Redﬁsh aber release with the Barosafe. The ﬁsh appears normal
and swims away under own power.
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